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1 Introduction

In my first attempt to formalise the phonological component of a generative grammar of Siane (James 1966), a suffix tone specification rule first copied the tone of the final syllabic segment of the stem onto every syllabic segment of the suffix complex. It was then necessary to have a series of tone adjustment rules, in addition to the clearly motivated HL sequence tone adjustment rule, to adjust the stem tones of exactly those stems which had falling or rising tones in their underlying representations and to adjust sentence final high tone to falling tone following a consonant, or to low tone following a vowel. It was also necessary to set up geminate sequences in the underlying forms even though there are no phonetic geminates in Siane.

In this paper it will be shown that an autosegmental representation (Goldsmith 1990) of tonal and segmental phenomena in Siane, a Highlands language of Papua New Guinea, allows for a more general and insightful account of the phonological processes of the language than does that afforded by incorporating only one string of segments in a phonological representation.

* I would like to acknowledge the initial help and encouragement in the analysis of Siane tone, and in the understanding of many aspects of the nature of tone languages, which I have received from Kenneth Pike and Eunice Pike; the helpful instruction, consultation and inspiration of my professors at the University of Illinois in the initial generative formalisation of Siane phonology of Siane phonology in 1966, in particular R. B. Lees, Theodore Lightner, and Arnold Zwicky; the encouraging comments and helpful suggestions on an earlier draft of this paper by Michael Kenstowicz; the extensive editorial help of colleague John Clifton to bring the paper to its present publishable stage; the stimulating discussion and suggestions of other colleagues of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, particularly Wietze Baron, Ivan Lowe, Ken McElhanon, and Stephen Levinsohn; the long-term cooperation and stimulus of my co-workers Ramona Lucht and Denise Potts; and the friendly help, infinite patience and loving care of the Siane people themselves as we have worked with them to learn and attempt to describe their language, especially Jim Tela Noibano Loba and Tafiyo Kendai Kafa. All responsibility for error is mine alone.

1 There are approximately 27,000 speakers of the Siane language, living in the area bordering the Eastern Highlands and Chimbu Provinces of Papua New Guinea. Siane is a Papuan language of the East Central Family of the East New Guinea Highlands stock of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum according to Wurm (1975). There are several dialects and numerous sub-dialects of Siane; examples in this paper are from the Komogu dialect spoken in the Watabung area of the Eastern Highlands Province. Data for this paper have been collected during extensive periods of residence from 1960 to 1993 in Nonabalo, one of the villages of the area, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.
2  Tones, Vowel Sequences, and Timing

Sianc makes significant use of tone to distinguish between lexical items. For instance, the noun *nunguná* ‘his house’ and *nunguná* ‘his sore’ differ only in that the second syllable of the first word is pronounced with high tone, and of the second, with low tone. Similarly, *kefá* ‘stick, club’ and *kefa* ‘meat’ differ only in that the first syllable is pronounced with high tone in the first word, and falling tone in the second.

Five vowel qualities, represented by the symbols, *i, e, a, o, u*, are distinguished in underlying representations in Sianc. The diphthongs *ai, ei, oi, au, eu, ou, ae, ao, and ui* occur, with timing corresponding to that of single vowels occurring with the same tones in the same positions in the word. For instance, the timing and tonal pronunciations of *kéila* ‘shell necklace’ and *kela* ‘frog’ are perceptually the same as also are *kéufa* ‘opossum species’ and *kefa* ‘meat’. Consider also *kifo* ‘did I plant?’, *kifói* ‘did we 2 plant?’, *kifóf* ‘did they plant?’, and *kifói* ‘did he plant?’, all of which are spoken with essentially the same rhythmic and tonal characteristics. Diphthongs are therefore treated as single syllabic units, and are marked for tone on the first vowel of the sequence in the examples in this paper.

A sample of over 800 wordforms from the Sianc dictionary, comprising free monomorphemic stems of all word classes and bound noun stems with a single possessive suffix, revealed that bisyllabic words accounted for 465, well over half the total, trisyllabic words 299, and monosyllabic words 50. There are comparatively few stems of more than three syllables in Sianc, and of those which occur, many are either clearly traceable compounds or onomatopoeic forms describing types of flora and fauna. Stems of more than three syllables were therefore excluded from the count, as were all suffixed wordforms except possessed bound noun stems. The basic stem tone patterns in Sianc are listed in (1), with monomorphemic one, two, and three syllable examples of each of the occurring forms. The numerals in parentheses preceding each example show the relative population size of each class included on the chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>monosyllabic</th>
<th>bisyllabic</th>
<th>trisyllabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>(19) <em>nó</em> ‘eat’</td>
<td>(128) <em>kúlá</em> ‘dog’</td>
<td>(66) <em>kétufá</em> ‘saliva’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>(12) <em>kó</em> ‘rain’</td>
<td>(6) <em>mèiná</em> ‘payment’</td>
<td>(2) <em>kòsiná</em> ‘sky’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>(17) <em>yó</em> ‘fire’</td>
<td>(74) <em>màfó</em> ‘taro’</td>
<td>(36) <em>kilifá</em> ‘trap’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>(2) <em>(ó</em> ‘yes’)</td>
<td>(119) <em>lóñó</em> ‘work’</td>
<td>(87) <em>máfurná</em> ‘owl’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH</td>
<td>(130) <em>kefa</em> ‘meat’</td>
<td>(108) <em>kólipá</em> ‘pine’</td>
<td>(8) <em>diyáu</em> ‘bright blue’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 High tone is represented with an acute accent over the vowel, ̀, falling tone with a circumflex accent, ́, rising tone with a reversed circumflex, ̀, and low tone with a grave accent, ̀.

3 For a fuller description of the phonetic properties of the segmental and tonal units of Sianc, see Lucht and James (1962).
From the examples in the first column of (1), we see that only three of the five basic tone patterns seem to occur on monosyllabic words productively. The pattern HLH does not occur, illustrating a general constraint on tonal contours in Siane: a bidirectional tonal contour on a single syllable is not permitted in Siane wordforms.⁴

The two monosyllabic wordforms in Siane which occur with falling tone are nonsuffixable response words which normally occur as single-word utterances. The only word-final falling tones that occur in Siane apart from exclamations and response words (all of which occur with final falling tone) occur sentence finally. All Siane sentences end in a verb, most of which have final low or falling tone.⁵ The examples in (2) illustrate verbs with sentence-medial vs. sentence-final suffixes.

2) Medial Final

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3s.advers</th>
<th>3s.inter</th>
<th>3s.indic</th>
<th>1s.fut.indic</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>minaifa</td>
<td>minaifê</td>
<td>minaitê</td>
<td>minenæ</td>
<td>'remain'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>ofaifa</td>
<td>ofaifê</td>
<td>ofaiyê</td>
<td>ofenæ</td>
<td>'hit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>lekaifa</td>
<td>lekaifê</td>
<td>lekaiyê</td>
<td>lekenæ</td>
<td>'break'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>melaiifa</td>
<td>melaifê</td>
<td>melaiyê</td>
<td>melenæ</td>
<td>'put'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the medial verb form ends in a low tone, the final verb forms also end in a low tone, as in (2a). If the medial verb form ends in a high tone, the final verb forms end in a falling tone, as in (2b-d). Assuming (as will be justified later) that the high tone is basic in forms (2b-d), we can account for the falling tone in final forms by the following rule.

**Final Low Insertion (FLI)⁶**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V 1_u \\
\downarrow \\
H 1_L
\end{array}
\]

⁴ Due to the influence of the question intonation pattern of Tok Pisin (Melanesian Pidgin) spoken throughout the Siane area, a very slight upglide at the end of 'yes-no' interrogative sentences (i.e., sentences using the interrogative suffix -fe never sentences using question words with the indicative suffix -e) is beginning to come into Siane. It was observable only rarely until recently, but is now being heard with increasing frequency. When this occurs the result is a simple slight upglide on the final syllable -fe if that syllable would normally have been low tone, but if it would normally have been HL, the result is an HLH tonal contour on the single syllable -fe, with the second H varying in pitch from only slightly higher than the L, to up to half the pitch height of the preceding H. This is the only situation that we have observed in any dialect of Siane in which a bidirectional pitch contour occurs.

⁵ Verbs in the historical past may have final high tone. The historical past is both tonologically and segmentally homophonous with the relative clause construction, but is structurally distinct in that it occurs only dominated by S, whereas the relative clause is always dominated by NP; that is, it occurs only in embedded constructions. The historical past suffix must be lexically marked as obligatorily failing to undergo FLI as in:

Yafô ofô nêmâgôlônê, lôîi lôgimâmâ.
Pig hit we-intend-eat saying they-told-them

'They (the ancestors) told them (the grandparents), saying, "We'll have a pig feast."'

⁶ This assumes that the sentence in Siane corresponds with the phonological utterance, following Nespor and Vogel (1986).
Given FLI, I would suggest that exclamation and response words have an underlying H rather than HL tone pattern, and are subject to rule FLI as well. This then leaves us with three basic underlying tone patterns on monosyllabic stems: H, L, LH, with a fourth, HL, surfacing under the operation of FLI.7

The basic tone processes needed to account for wordforms based on nominal stems with H, L, LH, and HL patterns are discussed in section 3. Then the interaction of these processes with the segmental processes needed to account for verbal wordforms are discussed in section 4. In section 5 wordforms based on stems with HLH tone patterns are analysed. Finally, in section 6, a few rarer tone patterns and irregular mappings of basic tone patterns are discussed.

3 Basic Tone Processes

Most of the suffixal (including postclitic) morphemes in Siane are unspecified for tone in their underlying representations. Tone is assigned by rule, spreading the final tone of the stem to the suffixes. Consider the nominal forms in (3), showing how stems having H, L, and LH underlying tonal configurations influence the tone of each of their suffixes.

3) noun stem⁸
   kūlā kūlátē kūlāmā kūlākāfō ‘dog’
   mēinā mēinātē mēināmā mēinākāfō ‘payment’
   màfō màfōtē màfōmā màfōkāfō ‘taro’

The same pattern can be seen with trisyllabic stems, as seen in (4).

4) noun stem
   kētūfū kētūfūtē kētūfūmā kētūfūkāfō ‘saliva’
   kōsīnā — kōsīnāmā — ‘sky’¹⁰
   kilīfū kilīfūtē kilīfūmā kilīfūkāfō ‘trap’

Following Goldsmith (1990), I propose that the tone pattern for each stem is associated with the stem as a whole, not with particular vowels. That is, the underlying forms of the stems (3) are /kula/ 'meina' /mafo/ respectively. The suffixes, on the other hand, would not include

---

7 There is, in addition, a small set of monosyllabic verb stems in Siane which have rising tone (LH) when they occur without suffixation, but which when suffixed exhibit both the LH and the HLH tone melodies, depending upon the specific grammatical categories involved in the suffixonation. Possible reasons for the apparent dual tone patterns with such stems are presented in section 6.2.

8 Uninflected noun stems are grammatical.

9 In Siane, the ergative clitic may denote agent, instrument, or topic. It may therefore be used with most nouns. For a fuller description of the uses of the ergative and other Siane clitics, see Potts and James (1983).

10 The morpheme /kosina/ ‘sky’ cannot be possessed (at least not by people), nor can the ergative be used with it.
any tone specifications. Thus, the underlying forms of *kūlā kūlātē màfo màfōtē* would be as shown in (5).

5) \( ^{\text{I}} \text{kula} \quad ^{\text{II}} \text{kula-te} \quad ^{\text{III}} \text{mafo} \quad ^{\text{III}} \text{mafo-te} / \)

The Association Convention (AC; Goldsmith (1990:14)) will associate tones and vowels on a one-to-one basis to wordforms, as shown in (6).

6) \[
\begin{array}{ccccc}
\text{kula} & \text{kula-te} & \text{mafo} & \text{mafo-te} \\
\text{H} & \text{H} & \text{L H} & \text{L H} \\
\end{array}
\]

The tone spreading rule accounting for the remaining tonal specifications can be formalised as follows.

Tone Spreading (TS)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{T} \\
\end{array}
\]

TS would apply to the forms in (6) yielding the forms in (7).

7) \[
\begin{array}{ccccc}
\text{kula} & \text{kula-te} & \text{mafo} & \text{mafo-te} \\
\text{V} & \downarrow & \text{V} & \text{V} \\
\text{H} & \text{H} & \text{L H} & \text{L H} \\
\end{array}
\]

TS will not account for any wordform of four or more syllables with an HL tone pattern. Examples are given in (8).

8) \[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{noun stem} & \text{lp.poss} & \text{defin} & \text{erg} & \text{gloss} \\
\text{lōnō} & \text{lōnōtē} & \text{lōnōmā} & \text{lōnōkāfō} & \text{‘work’} \\
\text{māfūnā} & \text{māfūnātē} & \text{māfūnāmā} & \text{māfūnākāfō} & \text{‘owl’} \\
\end{array}
\]

In *lōnōkāfō* ‘by (means of) work’ and all affixed forms of *māfūnā* ‘owl’, the first two syllables are high instead of only the first. This is due to the fact that a single word initial high tone syllable followed by three or more low tone syllables is a nonpermitted tonal sequence in Siane wordforms. A rule changing the first low tone of such a sequence to high tone is therefore necessary. The rule may be formalised as follows.

HL Sequence Tone Adjustment (HLTA)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\# \text{V} \text{V} \text{V} \text{V} \\
\downarrow \text{V} \\
\# \text{H} \text{L} \\
\end{array}
\]
Derivations of lónókáfo máfuna máfunamákáfo are given in (9).

9) /hɪlono-kafo hɪl-máfuna hɪl-máfuna-ma-kafo/

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AC  lono-kafo máfuna máfuna-ma-kafo

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TS  lono-kafo máfuna máfuna-ma-kafo

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HLTA lono-kafo — máfuna-ma-kafo

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[lónókáfo máfuná máfunamákáfo]
‘by (means of) work’ ‘owl’ ‘the owl (erg)’

Notice also that TS applies in máfunamákáfo to multiple affixes.11

These rules and FLI together account for response words, such as ó 'yes' ákē 'expression of surprise', as shown in (10).

10) /hɪlo hɪl-ake/

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AC  ó ake

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TS  — ake

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HLTA — —

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLI ó ake

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ó ákē]

---

11 A few Siane suffixes, such as -tì 'also', have their own inherent tone which is retained regardless of the tone of the stem to which they are affixed. Furthermore, any following suffixes copy the tone of that suffix, not the tone of the stem.

Kóstimá-tì kéfà-tì ólúti ì. 'They brought sweet potato and meat.'
Kéfà-tì-má ólútò ìiyè. 'He brought the meat as well.'
The only other specification regarding tone assignment of patterns H, L, LH, and HL applies to monosyllabic stems. Examples are given in (11).

11)   noun stem  lp.poss  defin  erg  gloss  
      kò          —       kômà    kôkâfô  ‘rain’
      yô          yôtê     yômà    yôkâfô  ‘fire(wood)’

The underlying forms are /l-kò/ and /l-hyo/, respectively. The only form needing comment is the unaffixed form yô. The AC would apply to /l-hyo/ to give (12).

12)   yo
      L  H

For the purposes of this paper, I will propose the following rule to account for the surface form.

Tone Dumping (TD)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\lor \\lor \\
\lor \\
T  T
\end{array}
\]

Before leaving the discussion of nominal wordforms, it is necessary to discuss the assignment of tone to diphthongs. If each member of the diphthong is a separate tone bearing unit, the AC will assign tones inappropriately to forms like móita ‘rubbish’ and àumá ‘bone, strength’, as shown in (13).

13)   /hl-moita/  /hl-auma/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HLTA</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FLI</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ *[môita]  *̣umá] \]

\[12\] The morpheme /l-kò/ ‘rain’ cannot be possessed, but it can take the ergative as when rain causes a flood.
The problem here is that a diphthong in Siane must be considered a single tone bearing unit. This is possible if we adopt Goldsmith’s (1990:67) proposal that such diphthongs are single vowels on the skeletal tier. For example, the skeletal representation of /moita/ would be as in (14).

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
14) & C & V & C & V \\ 
& \underline{\underline{m}} & o & i & t & a \\
\end{array}
\]

Given this representation, the AC would assign the H to the first V (oi) and the L to the second V (a). Although I will continue to ignore the skeletal structure in derivations, it should be clear that a diphthong will behave as a single tone bearing unit.

4 Verbs and Segmental Processes

The tonal rules and conventions proposed in section 3 are also sufficient to account for verbal wordforms. In addition, however, there are four phonological rules in Siane which conspire to ensure that no more than two vowels occur together, either between consonants, or between word boundaries and consonants, in phonetic representations of Siane wordforms. (There are no consonant clusters in systematic phonetic representations of Siane wordforms, and no word-final consonants).\(^{13}\) These rules further conspire to ensure that the only two-vowel sequences which occur are those permitted by the syllabic structure of the language, either \([V, -\text{high}] [V, +\text{high}]\) or \([V, +\text{low}] [V, -\text{low}]\).\(^{14}\) In this section I examine the interaction of these tonal and segmental rules.

Once again, most verb suffixes are unspecified for tone in their underlying representations. Consider the verbal forms in (15).\(^{15}\)

\(^{13}\) There are a few morphemes (bound stems and nonfinal affixes) in Siane which end in a nasal consonant, and which, if followed by a consonant-initial morpheme, have a consonant cluster in the derivations of the resultant wordforms. A late assimilation rule results in the assimilation of such nasal consonants to the point of articulation of the following consonant, while at the same time specifying the following consonant as a voiced stop, unless it is a nasal. The resultant cluster is either a geminate sequence of nasal consonants, coalesced by a late geminate sequence coalescence rule, or a sequence of nasal plus stop, coalesced to a single prenasalised stop by the same rule that prenasalises all voiced plosives in Siane. For example:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
1^{\text{h}}\text{numuN-ne} & n\text{ümü}\text{nê} & \text{‘my house’} \\
1^{\text{h}}\text{numuN-ka} & n\text{ümü}\text{gâ} & [\text{nümüngâ}] & \text{‘my house’} \\
1^{\text{h}}\text{numuN-te} & n\text{ümû}\text{dê} & [\text{nûmûndê}] & \text{‘our house’} \\
1^{\text{m}}\text{mîno-\text{an-e}} & m\text{înâmê} & \text{‘you remain/you’re there’} \\
1^{\text{m}}\text{mîno-\text{an-fê}} & m\text{înâbê} & [\text{minâmbê}] & \text{‘are you there?’} \\
\end{array}
\]

\(^{14}\) The conspiracy of the four rules also allows sequences of high vowels differing in backness. Of the two sequences in Siane which fit that description, \(iu\) occurs, as noted section 2, but it is very infrequent, occurring only monomorphemically, sometimes under the operation of metathesis.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
1^{\text{h}}\text{bu\text{a-i-\text{fê}}} & \text{biulâi\text{fê}} & \text{‘it changes/he is transformed, but…’} \\
1^{\text{h}}\text{mu\text{u-i-\text{fê}}} & \text{miulâi\text{fê}} & \text{‘he peels/skins it, but…’} \\
{\text{ôwó ki\text{î}}} & \text{‘string cap’} \\
\end{array}
\]

We have not found the expected reverse sequence \(iu\) in any Siane wordform to date.

\(^{15}\) There are no verb stems in Siane with underlying L tone pattern.
The suffixes are as follows: -o ‘1s’, -ai ‘3s’, -awa ‘3p’, -en ‘future’, -mo ‘relativiser’, and -fa ‘adversative’. TS accounts for the tone spreading to the suffixes; HLTA also applies in the case of minènàwàmò. In addition to TS, in the verbal forms in (15) a stem-final vowel is deleted before a vowel initial suffix. This vowel deletion rule can be formalised as follows.

**Vowel Deletion (VDcl)**

\[
V \downarrow_{\text{stem}} V
\]

When the vowel is deleted, the tone that would have been assigned to the stem vowel is assigned to the suffix; the tone is not deleted with the vowel.

Derivations of some of the examples in (15), showing the application of TS and VDel, are given in (16).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{16) } & /lêko-o-mo & \text{III-mino-ai-fa} & \text{III-mino-en-awa-mo/} \\
\text{VDel} & lêko-o-mo & \text{III-mino-ai-fa} & \text{III-mino-en-awa-mo} \\
\text{AC} & lêko-o-mo & \text{min-ai-fa} & \text{min-en-awa-mo} \\
& | | & | | & | | \\
& L H & H L & H L \\
\text{TS} & lêko-o-mo & \text{min-ai-fa} & \text{min-en-awa-mo} \\
& | | & | | & | | \\
& L H & H L & H L \\
\text{HLTA} & | & | & | & | \\
& | & | & | & | \\
& L H & H L & H L \\
[lièkolòmo & minàifà & minènàwàmò] \\
'I who break (it)' & 'he remains but...' & 'they who will remain'
\end{align*}
\]

16 Uninflected verb stems may only be used in serial verb constructions.

17 Late phonetic rules in Siane palatalise all nonliquid consonants following /u/, labialise all noncoronal consonants following /u/, prenasalise all voiced plosives, specify certain vowels and consonants as nontense in particular environments, and specify /l/ as [r] intervocically. Otherwise, the phonetic representations are as shown throughout the paper.
HLTA must apply after VDel since its applicability depends on the number of low tone syllables after an initial high tone syllable, and VDel can change this number.

Although VDel as formalised applies to all stem final vowels preceding a vowel initial suffix, it actually does not apply as widely as the rule implies. First, it only affects verbs, since no nonverbal suffix has been found beginning with a vowel. Second, it only deletes mid vowels. No verb stem has been found ending in a. If a verb stem has a final high vowel, that vowel does not delete preceding a vowel initial suffix. Instead, other processes take place, depending upon the quality of the following vowel, to ensure that no nonpermitted vowel sequence occurs.

If a stem final high vowel is followed by the nonhigh front vowel, e, the e deletes. If a polysyllabic verb stem has a final high vowel and is followed by a suffix beginning with a vowel other than e, the stem final high vowel metathesises with the preceding consonant, forming a diphthong or geminate sequence\(^8\) with the preceding vowel. This diphthong takes the initial tone while the tone that would have been assigned to the metathesised stem vowel is assigned to the suffix. Consider the examples in (17) (in which, as noted above, ‘future’ is -en).

\[
\begin{array}{|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
\text{verb stem} & \text{ls.rcl} & \text{3s.advers} & \text{3p.fut.rcl} & \text{gloss} \\
\hline
\text{áfů} & \text{áufômô} & \text{áfů tôfâ} & \text{áfûnâwâmô} & \text{‘pluck out’} \\
\text{ápôlî} & \text{ápôlîmô} & \text{ápôlî tôfâ} & \text{ápôlînâwâmô} & \text{‘distribute’} \\
\text{lâgû} & \text{lâugômô} & \text{lâgû tôfâ} & \text{lâgûnâwâmô} & \text{‘bake’} \\
\text{dôlî} & \text{dôlîmô} & \text{dôlî tôfâ} & \text{dôlînâwâmô} & \text{‘harvest’} \\
\text{bâlû} & \text{bâulômô} & \text{bâulî tôfâ} & \text{bâlûnâwâmô} & \text{‘care for’} \\
\text{kôlî} & \text{kôilômô} & \text{kôilî tôfâ} & \text{kôlinâwâmô} & \text{‘pack’} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The rules of e-Deletion and Metathesis may be formalised as follows.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V_{\text{stem}} \rightarrow e \\
[+hi] \rightarrow o
\end{array}
\]

\(^8\) Geminate vowel sequences formed by the application of Met must then be coalesced (GSCo (Geminate Sequence Coalescence) in the derivations below) to derive the correct phonetic output. Consider, for example, the verb IPA\text{liibi/ ‘squeeze’}:

\[
\begin{array}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
\text{e-Del} & \text{IPA\text{liibi-omo}} & \text{IPA\text{liibi-oi-fa}} & \text{IPA\text{liibi-ena-omo}} \\
\hline
\text{Met} & \text{IPA\text{liibi-omo}} & \text{IPA\text{liibi-oi-fa}} & \text{IPA\text{liibi-on-awa-omo}} \\
\text{AC} & \text{liipi-omo} & \text{liip-ai-fa} & \text{liipi-n-awa-omo} \\
\text{TS} & \text{liipi-ô-mô} & \text{liip-ai-fa} & \text{liipi-n-awâ-mô} \\
\text{HLTA} & \text{—} & \text{—} & \text{liipi-n-awâ-mô} \\
\text{GSCo} & \text{lip-ô-mô} & \text{lip-ai-fa} & \text{lipinâwâmô} \\
\text{[lipômô]} & \text{lipâi-fa} & \text{—} & \text{—} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

'IPA who squeeze' 'he squeezes, but…' 'they who will squeeze'

Geminate consonant sequences are formed in the derivations of some Siane wordforms by a late assimilation rule. These would also need to undergo GSCo to derive the correct phonetic output.
When e-Del is ordered preceding Met, it is unnecessary to include 'a vowel other than /e/' in the environmental specifications of Met, since any /e/ occurring in that environment will have been deleted by e-Del. In addition, if VDel is ordered after e-Del and Met, it will automatically apply only to mid vowels since all vowel sequences in which the first vowel is high will have been dealt with by e-Del or Met.

Met results in a diphthong, which, as argued in section 3, is a single V dominating two root nodes. The resulting diphthong will be associated with only one tone. Since both e-Del and Met, like VDel, change the number of syllables in a wordform, HLTA must be ordered following both e-Del and Met. Derivations of some of the examples in (17), illustrating the application of the rules so far presented, are given in (18).

5 Wordforms with HLH Tone Patterns

The application of the tone rules and conventions discussed up to this point results in correct tone assignment for all trisyllabic stems with an HLH tone pattern. For example, kólîpá
'pine' is derived from /HLLHkolipa/. The AC will assign the three tones to the three vowels. The tone rules and conventions also result in correct tone assignment for forms like diyāu 'bright blue' as shown in the derivation in (19).

19) /HLLHdiyau/

AC  diyau
    H L H

TS  —
HLTA —

TD  diyau
    H L H

[dīyāu]

Forms like diyău, where HLH is mapped as H–LH on bisyllabic forms are, however, a minority. Approximately a quarter of the two syllable stems in the dialect of Siane under study are of the tone pattern HL–H, that is, falling-high. In general, when such stems are suffixed, the underlying tonal specification of the stem spreads to cover the entire wordform. Consider the examples in (20).

20) noun stem  lp.poss  dfcin  erg  gloss
    kēfā    kēfātē    kēfāmā    kēfakásō    'meat'
    kēufā    kēufātē    kēufāmā    kēufakásō    opossum sp
    fēnī    fēnītē    fēnīmā    fēnikásō    'cel'
    nōfū    nōfūtē    nōfūmā    nōfūkásō    'string'

verb stem  ls.rel  3s.advers  3p.fut.rel  gloss
    mēlē    mēlômō    mēlāifā    mēlēnāwāmō    'put'
    lēki    lēkēmō    lēkēifā    lēkināwāmō    'pour'
    kōfū    kōufōmō    kōufāifā    kōfunāwāmō    'dig'

Apart from the frequently occurring falling tones in the stems illustrated in (20), and those resulting from FL1, only three examples of falling tone have been found to occur, namely őgōmū 'spider', ębēnū 'grasshopper', and kōnūmā 'sweet potato', a less frequently occurring tonal variant of the form more commonly occurring as kōnūmā 'sweet potato'. Note that in each of these trisyllabic examples, the tonal pattern consists of a word initial low tone syllable followed by the same pattern in the second and third syllables as that of bisyllabic words.
involving falling tone, namely falling-high. The tone spreading when these nouns are suffixed follows the same pattern as that of the bisyllabic nouns. Compare the examples given in (20) with those in (21).

21) noun stem  defín  erg  gloss
    ògòmú    ògòmùná  ògòmùkáfo  'spider'
    èbènú    èbènùná  èbènùkáfo  'grasshoper'
    kònùmá  kònùmàmá  kònùmákáfo  'sweet potato'

Obviously, falling tones in Siane are the result of underlying HL sequences, as evidenced in the spread of the tonal configurations of the stem over the suffixed wordforms. However, the tone rules and conventions proposed thus far will not account for word internal falling tones. As shown in (19), HLH tone patterns should be realised as H–LH, not HL–H.

Bisyllabic verbal stems with HLH tone patterns will also have tone assigned incorrectly in the third person plural indicative (nonfuture tense) forms. Examples are given in (22).

22) verb stem  3p.ind  gloss
    mélê    mélāe  'put'
    lèki    lèkāe  'pour'
    kòfú    kòufāe  'dig'

The indicative verb forms always occur sentence finally, meeting the structural description of FLI. The result of the application of the rules and conventions discussed so far would thus be a nonpermitted LHL sequence on a single syllable, the final syllable, as shown in the derivations in (23).

23) / HLH mele-a-e  / HLH lèki-a-c/
    e-Dcl — —
    Met — —
    VDcl / HLH mele-a-e
    AC  mele-a-e  leki-a-e
    H L H
    TS — —
    HLTA — —
    TD  mele-a-e  leki-a-e
    H L H
One possible solution to this problem is suggested by the fact that there is essentially no difference between the syllable timing of single vowels vs. diphthongs in Siane, and since a geminate sequence coalescence rule is independently motivated for Siane it might be possible to claim, following Lucht and James (1962) and James (1966), that the first syllable in forms like kēfā 'meat' and kōfū 'dig' had geminate vowels. This suggestion is supported by the fact that, whereas bisyllabic stems with a falling-high tone pattern are numerous, that tone pattern does not occur with bisyllabic stems having a diphthong in the second syllable. Instead, such stems occur with a high-rising tone pattern. Consider the examples in (24).

24) no diphthong syll 1 diphthong syll 2 diphthong

fālā ‘handle’ fāigā ‘far’ ākāi ‘harvest (corn)’
dījī ‘extinguish’ kēufā ‘opossum sp’ ēkēi ‘carry on shoulder’
dinō ‘spinach sp’ dāifā ‘round house’ dīyāu ‘bright blue’

When there is no diphthong (as in column 1), or a diphthong in the first syllable (as in column 2), the tone pattern is HL–H. When there is a diphthong in the second syllable (as in column 3), the tone pattern is H–LH.

This limitation of distribution in Siane is not merely a chance result of the infrequency of bisyllabic stems having a diphthong in the second syllable. This may be substantiated by looking at further facts of the language. Many noun stems may be suffixed with the locative -ku 'in', as shown in (25a), but if the final syllabic segment of such a stem is /a/, the /k/ of -ku is deleted, resulting in the vowel sequence /au/ as shown in (25b-c).

25) noun stem locative gloss

a. nō nōkū ‘water’
fāmō fāmōkū ‘dream’
mālū mālīkū ‘cooking drum’
limū limūkū ‘cloud’
kālē kālēkū ‘hole in ground’
kōukāmē kōukāmēkū ‘parcel’
kāfī kāfīkū ‘gourd’
fōlī fōlikū ‘holiday’

19 See footnote 18 for a discussion of the Geminate Sequence Coalescence rule.
b.  kábà  kábàu  'mud'
kálá  káláu  'his ear'
kémànà  kémànàu  'his lap'
c.  mìkà  mìkàu  'earth, ground'
nèlà  nèlàu  'vinc. rope'

Note particularly that in (25c), the HLH tone pattern is realised as HL–H on a form with no diphthong, but as H–LH when the second syllable contains a diphthong. However, the proposal to posit the underlying form of kèfà as /hlHkeefa/ gives rise to a number of problems, not only theoretical, but analytical and practical as well.

First, although a geminate sequence coalescence rule is independently motivated for Siane, it is needed specifically to coalesce geminate sequences which are created in the derivational history of certain wordforms by the application of the metathesis rule, and in other wordforms by the application of a late consonantal assimilation rule. Geminate sequences never surface in the phonetic output of Siane utterances, and the only geminate sequences to be found in Siane underlying forms would be those specifically set up to account for rising and falling tonal contours, if such a proposal were to be followed.

Second, the postulation of underlying geminate vowel sequences creates otherwise unnecessary complexity in several of the rules of the phonological component of a generative grammar of Siane, and certain anomalies in their application. For instance, most glides in Siane are epenthetic, as illustrated in (26).

26)  verb stem  lsg.-ind  3sg.-ind  gloss
  minò  min-ò-(w)-è  min-ài-(y)-è  'remain'
  bálu  bául-ò-(w)-è  bául-ài-(y)-è  'care for'
  kòli  kòil-ò-(w)-è  kòil-ài-(y)-è  'pack'

The glide epenthesis rule may be formalised as follows.

Glide Epenthesis (GE)

The glide epenthesis rule correctly inserts /y/ between /i/ or /e/ and a following /el/, /a/, or /o/, and inserts /w/ between /u/ and /o/ and a following /el/, /a/, or /o/. However, if geminate vowel sequences are used in underlying forms to account for falling tone contours on single syllabic units, rule GE would incorrectly insert a glide between the geminate /o/’s and geminate /e/’s in
the derivation of many Siane stems. It would therefore be necessary either to modify the rule, or to formulate another rule specifically to block the application of GE to geminate clusters. At the same time, there are a few Siane stems, such as ówó ‘string bag’, ūvē ‘see (him)’, in which glides do occur phonetically between identical vowels. If the application of GE to geminate clusters were blocked, these otherwise epenthetic glides would need to be included in the lexical representations of such stems.

The geminate sequence coalescence rule itself must be made more complex if geminate vowels are to be used underlyingly to account for rising and falling tone contours on phonetically single syllabic segments. In the first place, in the case of verb stems such as kifî ‘plant’ and lükû ‘wind or roll up (something)’ the application of Met would result in a geminate sequence of three vowels, which must then be accounted for in the formalisation of the geminate sequence coalescence rule, since only a single vowel may occur in the phonetic representation.

Third, this solution does not account for why an H–LH pattern is never found on forms with no diphthongs. There is no reason why the second syllable in a bisyllabic form could not be a geminate. In fact, given this solution there is no reason why any contour tone should not be allowed anywhere in a form. The facts of Siane distribution, however, are that contour tones are severely limited.

Finally, and perhaps most telling, it was argued in section 3 that diphthongs behave structurally as single Vs. The process that degeminates sequences that arise over morpheme boundaries probably deletes one of two Vs dominating a single root node. Since the AC assigns a single tone to a single V, and diphthongs act as single Vs, it is difficult to see how a geminate could act as two Vs.

While positing geminates is not the answer to the realisation of the HLH tone pattern, the segmental structure is significant. This is the only situation in Siane phonology in which tonal association is sensitive to the underlying segmental structure of Vs rather than simply to the number of Vs in the wordform. In nonpermitted forms like *kôfi the final V has two tones but only a single segment, while in nonpermitted forms like *kóufae the final V has three tones but only two segments. In addition, in both instances the first tone attached to the V is L. The following rule, then, could account for the realisation of HLH patterns.20

**Low Tone Association Adjustment (LTA)**

If the number of tones associated with a word final V exceeds the number of segments associated with that V, and if the first tone of the tonal sequence is L, reassociate the L to the preceding V.

---

20 I am greatly indebted to Michael Kenstowicz for valuable suggestions leading to the formulation of LTA and the greater generality captured by the present treatment of the mapping problems associated with bisyllabic HLH wordforms in Siane than that of any of my previous efforts. Full responsibility for any remaining lack of clarity or of generality remains with the author.
The fact that the L must be reassociated with a preceding V will block its application in monosyllabic forms like no’a ‘water’. Consider the derivation in (27), comparing them with those in (23).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/mele-a-e</th>
<th>leki-a-e</th>
<th>mele/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-Del</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDel</td>
<td>/mele-a-e</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>mel-a-e</td>
<td>leik-a-e</td>
<td>mele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLTA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>mel-a-e</td>
<td>leik-a-e</td>
<td>mele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>H L H</td>
<td>H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLI</td>
<td>mel-a-e</td>
<td>leik-a-e</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H L H L</td>
<td>H L H L</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA</td>
<td>mel-a-e</td>
<td>leik-a-e</td>
<td>mele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H L H L</td>
<td>H L H L</td>
<td>H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[mèle]</td>
<td>lèikèle</td>
<td>mèle]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘They put.’</td>
<td>‘They pour.’</td>
<td>‘put’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, in the examples in (27), that LTA crucially follows all other tone mapping rules, and in particular it must follow FLI in order that sentence final wordforms such as mèle ‘they put’, èifài ‘they extinguish’, and fivài ‘they fight’ be correctly specified for tone. Note also that rule LTA must be limited in its application to low tone. If it were stated so as to apply more generally, it would reassociate the high tones on sentence final syllables after the application of FLI, resulting in the removal of the correct tonal specifications for most of the sentence final falling tones in the phonetic representation of the language, such as mèlènágólówè ‘I intend to put’, èfináiyè ‘he will extinguish’, and fivài ‘he fights’. The rule as stated limits its application to all and only those wordforms which would be violating the tonal assignment restrictions of the Siane language if it did not apply.
6  Additional Tone Patterns

The general conventions and language specific tone rules discussed thus far account accurately for the tone of over 95% of Sianc wordforms not affected by compounding or sandhi. Due to limitations of space, it is not possible to discuss here the rules involved in the various types of compounding and in the tone sandhi affecting certain phonologically close knit verb and noun phrases in Sianc. A few examples, however, will be included in 6.2.

6.1  Rarer tone patterns

Although rare, the tone pattern LHL does occur in Sianc. as does LHLH, which could be considered as a variant of HLH, i.e., (L)HLH. or of LHL, i.e., LHL(H), or as a separate tone pattern. Consider the examples in (28).

28)  LHL  ólúwè  ‘turn over’
     íváinà  ‘betrothe’
     tífôli  ‘green grasshopper’
LHLH  fôlôlôpè  ‘panpipes’  mènúmá  ‘wart’
     kôlgégéfà  ‘lady bug’  ògômú  ‘spider’
     sâlôpâinà  ‘reptile’  fôrùmá  ‘Round’

Since the only examples of LHL observed so far Sianc are found on trisyllabic stems, they present no mapping problems, nor do the four syllable wordforms with an LHLH pattern. Two and three syllable stems with an underlying LHLH pattern, however, do present a problem when they occur unsuffixed in that only one mapping, that of wordforms like ògômú ‘spider’, is accounted for by the rules as presented here. Note that the rules as formulated account accurately not only for bisyllabic wordforms with an HLH tone pattern, but also for trisyllabic wordforms with an LHLH pattern in which a falling tone occurs on the penultimate syllable. Since the general conventions alone would account for the two exceptions, mènúmá ‘wart’ and kônumá ‘sweet potato’, if LTA did not apply, they could be treated as exceptions either by marking them lexically as [-LTA], or by a lexical association line associating the second L of the tone pattern to the final syllable, thereby preventing LTA from applying. The two-syllable

21 There are two alternative tonal pronunciations of the stem for ‘sweet potato’ in the Komogu dialect, kônumá and kônumá, as noted in section 5. The latter is lexically unmarked, the former marked as exceptional either by [-LTA] or by a lexical association line. It is interesting that the most commonly occurring pronunciation is the exceptional one, possibly indicating that the term is a relatively recent borrowing (although the sweet potato was introduced to the Highlands of Papua New Guinea prior to Western contact, and is by now the staple dietary substance throughout the highlands), beginning to conform to the unmarked tonal pronunciation. Other Sianc dialects and subdialects have differing tonal pronunciations, and even different terms (though possibly related), such as Kolepa kônumá, Yadime kôn-uná, Keinanurow and Keto kôidá or kôiyà, Algo and Lahau kôbá and kôbá, Oluba and Wado kôbá or óbá, and Yaweyuha (a closely related language, almost close enough to be considered a dialect) ópà. (The loss of word initial /k/ is a regular
exception, ñōumā 'round', may be accounted for by a lexical association line associating the first H of the tone pattern to the first syllable.

6.2 Irregularities

There are a few verb stems in Siane which occur with a rising tone pattern, all of which take one of three segmental patterns (involving only two segmental patterns): cū(v) and vēv, of which the final v in each case is a high vowel, as in kū 'build', fi 'fight, strike', vōu 'carry on head, and ákāi 'harvest corn'. When such stems are suffixed with a vowel initial suffix, if the suffix vowel is/e/, truncation takes place according to e-Del. If the suffix vowel is other than/e/, since neither of the segmental patterns found in such stems meets the structural description of Met, GE applies, inserting /y/ or /w/ as appropriate between the final stem vowel and the initial vowel of the suffix. In either case, the tonal specification of the stem spreads to cover the entire wordform, that is, the final syllable of the stem becomes low tone, and suffixes become high tone, as in kū-n-āwā-mō 'they who will build', vōu-(w)-āi-fā 'she carries (it) on (her) head, but... ', ákāi-(y)-ō-mō 'I who harvest corn'.

A further complication associated with the CV verb stems which have a rising tone pattern when they occur without suffixation is that they may exhibit either an LH or an HLH tone pattern when suffixed. At first glance the choice of which pattern appears is determined by the grammatical categories involved in the suffixation.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{verb stem} & \text{fut-Is-relative} & \text{leg-relative} & \text{3s-adv} & \text{gloss} \\
kū & kū-nū-mō & kū-(w)-ō-mō & kū-(w)-āi-fā & 'build' \\
\end{array}
\]

Such stems could possibly be considered as underlyingly HLH, with the first H deleted when the stem occurs without suffixation, due to two language specific restrictions: a) the nonoccurrence of bidirectional tone contours on a single syllable, and b) the nonoccurrence of falling tone in wordsfinal position except as the surface form of underlying H sentence finally. Such a proposal would not, however, account for the future forms of these verbs, all of which exhibit an LH tone pattern, as do the same subject coordinate forms fi-tō (*fi-tō) 'I (you, he, we) fight and...' and kū-tō (*kū-tō) 'I (you, he, we) build and...'.

There is one Siane verb stem which in nonsuffixed form exhibits a freely varying pattern both in its tonal and in its segmental/syllabic structure: dī ~ īdi 'go up'. When this verb is suffixed, it exhibits precisely the same tonal behavior as the monosyllabic CV set illustrated

sound change between Yaweyuha and Obula and the other dialects of Siane. Note also that all bs in the above examples are prenasalised, as are all voiced plosives in the dialect names.)
above, with one segmental difference. Since, in its HLH form, it meets the structural description of the metathesis rule, the second syllable metathesises when the stem is followed by a vowel initial suffix. This results (following geminate cluster reduction) in id-ô-mó and id-âi-fâ never *di-(v)-ô-mó nor *di-(v)-âi-fâ. The same subject coordinate and the future forms of this verb exhibit the same freely variant tonal/segmental structure as the unsuffixed stem, although the c:v variant occurs much more frequently (as it does in unsuffixed form):

30) di-tô idi-tô 'I (you, he, we) go up and…'
    di-n-û-mô idi-n-û-mô 'we who will go up'

It is possible that the verbs in the monosyllabic CV set are derived historically from a similar ûcv vowel harmonic pattern, of which the initial vowel has been lost from every member of the set except idî, rendering Met no longer applicable to the other members of the set. The HLH tone pattern, however, has persisted on those forms of the verbs to which Met formerly applied, whereas the LH tone pattern has persisted on those forms to which Met did not apply, and the first tone was subsequently lost along with the first vowel in the preferred variant, which is now the only one used. The only other member of this set of which we are aware is kî ‘roast’.

We have occasionally heard the verb âmû ‘give him’ pronounced without its first vowel in some of its forms, but it occurs much more frequently in its full form than does idî.

There are a few occurrences each in Siane of stems which seem to have an underlying tone pattern (L)LLH or HHL, as shown in (31).

31) a) kôukâmê ‘parcel’ b) sikîpâi ‘seed type’
    kôpâná ‘lightning’ ólûwâ ‘pumpkin’
    âlikâni ‘happy-go-lucky’ wéyânô ‘father’ (voc)

Both of these rare tone patterns are found elsewhere in the language, but under quite predictable circumstances. Certain compounding and sandhi rules in Siane result in a derived tonal pattern L,LH, in which the H obligatorily occurs only on the final syllable of the derived form. The examples in (32a) show such forms as a result of compounding, and those in (32b), as a result of sandhi.

32) a. kimî#wê
    bow#man
    → kimiwê
    ‘policeman, soldier’

    yâ#kêfâ
    tree#meat
    → yâkêfâ
    ‘opossum’ (generic)

    nô#fûná
    water#plateau
    → nôfûná
    ‘lake’

    wêlû#wênâ
    mouth/opening#woman
    → wêlûwênâ
    ‘divorcee’
b. káméná  kifinawámó káméná  minénawámó káméná
   ‘time’    ‘time they’ll plant’  ‘time they’ll remain’

ikáná  kifinawámó ikáná  minénawámó ikáná
   ‘moon’    ‘month they’ll plant’  ‘month they’ll remain’

wénéná  kifinawámó wénéná  minénawámó wénéná
   ‘people’   ‘people who’ll plant’  ‘people who’ll remain’

nétá  kifinawámó nétá  minénawámí nétá
   ‘thing’    ‘thing they plant’    ‘thing that will remain’

nômili  kifinawámó nômili  minénawámó nômili
   ‘girl’    ‘girls who’ll plant’   ‘girls who’ll remain’

kipá  kifinawámó kipá  minénawámó kipá
   ‘boy’     ‘boys who’ll plant’    ‘boys who’ll remain’

wé  kifinawámó wé  minénawámó wé
   ‘man’     ‘men who’ll plant’     ‘men who’ll remain’

kà  kifinawámó kà  minénawámó kà
   ‘talk’    ‘talk about planting’   ‘talk about remaining’

Words from Tok Pisin (Melanesian Pidgin) or English which end in a consonant are often, when
borrowed into Siane, pronounced with an H₁L tonal pattern, in which the L obligatorily occurs
only on the final syllable, a vowel added to the final consonant to adapt the word to the
obligatory V final structural pattern of Siane wordforms. Consider the examples in (33).

33) simáti  ‘smart/attractive’  Elísábétí  ‘Elizabeth’
táláki  ‘truck’  Mágálétí  ‘Margaret’
kánisólè  ‘council(lor)’  Abáláhámù  ‘Abraham’
sópù  ‘soap’  táuni  ‘town’

It is of course possible that the wordforms in (31a) are in fact compounds, of which the
individual component members have been lost in history (kò ‘rain’ could conceivably be the
first member of kòpàná ‘lightning’, for instance), and that the first two examples in (31b) could
have been borrowed, together with the substances to which they refer, from another language
group, the origin of which is also now lost in history. Such speculation, however, is hardly
fruitful in a synchronic description of Siane, and in any case, the proposed borrowed words in
(31b) do not fit the segmental pattern of borrowed words which would be expected to have an
H₁L tone pattern. The overwhelming majority of consonant final borrowed words have a high
vowel added in Siane pronunciation. rarely a mid vowel, and never a low vowel nor a vowel
cluster. Words from English and/or Tok Pisin which end in a vowel (or /Vr/, which in Papua New Guinea English, as in many Commonwealth countries, is pronounced [ə]) are often borrowed into Siane with an H tone pattern, as in (34), not the H L pattern of consonant-final borrowed words.

34) tāiyā ‘tire’ kābāni [kambani] ‘company’
pālāwā ‘flower’ ēlikōpūtā ‘helicopter’
sitūwā ‘store’ Gōlōkā ‘Goroka’

This is by no means a hard and fast rule in Siane, however, as each of the basic tone patterns found in Siane, as well as the rarer LHL, has also been found on borrowed words, except that neither rising nor falling tone has been observed on any known borrowing, nor has a borrowed word with an L tone pattern (which is the rarest of the basic patterns) been found. Consider the examples in (35).

35) HL dōsā ‘(bull)dozer’ bālūsi ‘balus (plane)’
    LH lōli ‘lolly (candy)’
    HLH Sūwāwē ‘Chuave’
    LHL Sipīki ‘Sepik’ nābisī [nambisi] ‘nambis (coast)’

I assume, therefore, that the examples in (31) are exceptions in Siane, to be marked with a lexical association line associating an L tone with the penultimate syllable of the wordforms in (31a) and an H with the penultimate syllable of those in (31b) and also of the borrowed words in (33).

Compounds, and nouns affected by sandhi, such as those in (32), will be accounted for by rule.

One other irregular form is mōumāgə̀ ‘orange (colour)’. This wordform also occurs as a proper name, and may as such be suffixed with the agentive suffix -kafo. The tonal change which takes place under such suffixation suggests that, although neither *mōu nor *māgə̀ occur as independent wordforms in Siane, tonally, at least, the word is acting as a compound with an internal word boundary: #mou##-maga##. When affixed, the application of the tone rules gives the correct phonetic result:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{feduma} \\
\hline \text{AC} \rightarrow \text{feduma} \rightarrow \text{feduma}
\end{array}
\]

A further unusual mapping of an H L tone pattern is feduma ‘heel, deep underneath’. We have found only one example of this mapping. It can also be accounted for with a lexical association line, as shown in the following derivation.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{feduma} \\
\hline \text{TS} \rightarrow \text{feduma} \rightarrow \text{feduma}
\end{array}
\]
36) /'-mou # III'-mágá-káfô/

AC  
mou  
\H \H  \L \L

TS  
maga-kafo
\H \L

HLTA  
maga-kafo
\H \L

TD  
mou  
\L \H

[mou mágákáfô]

as in Mõumágákáfô kónúma kóusáiʃá... 'Moumaga dug potato. but...'.

7 Conclusion

Given the five basic tonal melodic s for Siane listed in (1); the general association convention; the three language specific tone mapping and insertion rules Tone Spreading, Tone Dumping, and Final Low Insertion; and the two tone adjustment rules HL Sequence Tone Adjustment and Low Tone Association Adjustment, we are able to account for the tonal specifications of the great majority of Siane wordforms without setting up artificial geminate vowel clusters in an unsatisfactory attempt to account for purely tonal phenomena. More importantly, the Association Convention and Tone Spreading not only fully account for both the tone copying of stem final tone(s) onto suffixes, and the stem tone changes which occur as the result of suffixation of stems with falling or rising tones in their underlying representations, they also explain them: tone is a suprasegmental feature of Siane phonology, not segmental, with underlying tone patterns which relate to wordforms as a whole rather than to individual syllabic segments. Thus, when all phonological rules which change and/or assign segmental syllable structure have applied, the tone is associated with the appropriate tone-bearing unit at a relatively superficial point in the derivation. The rules as presented account for the occurrence

23 Specifically, the tone rules as presented in this paper do not account for a) compounding, b) intensification and negation, which are special types of compounding, and c) sandhi rules in certain close knit phrase types.
of contour tones on single syllables in Siane, whether those syllables contain a single vowel or a sequence of two vowels, in a much more adequate and explanatory way than was possible in a strictly linear analysis. Thus, the tone spreading processes of Siane are accounted for in a way which reflects their unity and generality, neither obscuring them with unnecessary segmental specifications, nor dividing some of those processes into separate and seemingly unrelated rules as was necessary in James (1966).
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